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April 4, M COUNTER STORIES: Overt racism is more and more prominent. From hotels 
banning Native Americans to the crew’s own personal experiences in racist 
housing practices, from it taking more than a hundred years to pass an anti-
lynching law to recent conflicts between communities of color. 

April 5, T Native Lights: On today’s show, the native lights crew talks with Linsey 
McMurrin (Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe) who is the Director of Prevention 
Initiatives and Tribal Projects at FamilyWiseServices, where she leads 
programs aimed at supporting stronger, healthier, families and communities. 

April 6, W Planetary Radio: Leaders of the Neptune Odyssey study for the next planetary 
science and astrobiology decadal survey share their team’s exciting approach 
for an ice giant-orbiting spacecraft. 

April 7, Th With Good Reason: Many of us are more closely tuned in to the environment 
around us than ever before. We’re spending more time hanging outdoors, 
planting kitchen gardens, and taking up bird-watching 

April 8, F Sidelines Sports Talk Show LIVE 

April 11, M  Counter Stories: There has been a lot of news about labor recently with the 
Unionizing of Amazon workers in New York and recent teachers' strikes in 
Minnesota. In this episode, the crew talks with Alanna Galloway and Daniel 
Perez about their work in the labor movement and how people of color have an 
important, albeit complicated history with labor unions. 

April 12, T Native Lights: The Native Lighst crew has the pleasure of talking with Jonathan 
Thunder (Red Lake Nation) a multi-disciplinary artist whose artistry is 
recognizable with its vivid yet dreamy images in large-scale murals, animated 
films, and installations. 

April 13, W Between the Lines Radio: This week's summary of under-reported news 
followed by these interviews: Preconditions Necessary to End Russia’s War in 
Ukraine; U.S. Weapons Feed Yemen War and Humanitarian Crisis 

April 14, Th Planetary Radio: “Never panic early” is both Fred Haise’s motto and the title of 
his new memoir. Join us for his story about the Moon mission that almost didn’t 
make it home. 

April 15, F Sidelines Sporra Talk Show LIVE 

April 18, M Counter Stories: In this special episode, we bring you the conversation our 
producer, Hlee Lee, moderated at a recent event celebrating the 20th 
anniversary of ThreeSixty Journalism, a nonprofit providing journalism training 
to youth of color. 

April 19, T Native Lights: On today’s show, we talk with Wayne L. Ducheneaux, II 
(Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe) who is the Executive Director of the Native 



Governance Center, an organization dedicated to strengthening Tribal 
sovereignty and Indigenous leadership, through its Native Nation Rebuilders 
program. 

April 20, W Nyah Adams: On today's feature, the St. Cloud State University's budget for the 
2022-23 school year has been released. President Wacker explained to me what 
will happen with tuition increases, and new campus modifications. 
 

April 21, Th The Laura Flanders Show: In this special feature for Earth Day, we focus on 
just one group: Greenpeace, which is celebrating its 50th anniversary. The 
environmental group has been in the headlines again, confronting Russian oil 
tankers in many ports. 

April 22, F Sidelines Sports Talk show LIVE 

April 25, M Counter Stories: A question about the lack of Black players on Argentina’s 
national futbol team between colleagues, sparks a conversation about 
blaqueamiento. Blaqueamiento is a racial whitening practice that occurred in 
some previously-colonized countries in the Americans and Caribbean. 

April 26, T Native Lights: Today, the first of two special editions of our show, honoring the 
life and legacy of NeeGawNwayWeeDun, The Thunder Before the Storm, who 
was known by his colonial name Clyde Bellecourt. Bellecourt passed away in 
his Minneapolis home on January 11th, 2022. 

April 27, W The Laura Flanders Show: The fight over what can and can’t be taught in 
schools is shaping up to be one of the most controversial issues in a pivotal 
mid-term election year. White voters are being mobilized to ban books, censor 
honest discussions of US history and current day racism, and organize against a 
fake spectre of “critical race theory” being taught in schools.  

April 28, Th Radio Curious:  On today’s feature, rescuing a Planet Under Stress and a 
Civilization in Trouble Our earth is in big trouble. The environment and our 
economy are in crisis. Essentially, we have created a bubble economy in which 
we are over-consuming the earth’s natural resources.   

April 29, F Sidelines Sports Talk Show LIVE 

 


